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Version 1.28

Title word cross-reference

#BlockSidewalk [MMFA20].

(N < 1000) [LN17]. $110.00 [Bow19a, Ma22b, Ma22a]. $112.00 [vR17a].
$125.00 [Dor19]. $126 [QH18]. $129.00 [All19, Gui17, Uns18]. $14.99
[Fou19]. $149.50 [Rou17]. $15.95 [How17, Saw19]. $17.95 [Hal16]. $175.00
$26.00 [BI17, Kos20, Zim17]. $27.00 [Mch22]. $28.00 [Afz22, Dut20, Hal19].
$29.95 [Jon17, See17]. $30 [Ols16]. $30.00 [Fri17, Sal20, Web20]. $34.00
[Cle18]. $34.95 [Huv22a]. $35.00 [Adl23, Ben18, Bow19b, Con20, Zha19].
$38.00 [Rhe17]. $39.95 [Whi17]. 45 [TW16b]. $49.95 [Far23]. 5 [YL18].
$50.00 [Kos21]. $51.96 [MS19]. $54.99 [Buc20, He18]. $59.95
[Bru18, Cho19]. $60.00 [Agu18]. $64.95 [Saw19]. $65.00
-century [Kon16]. -gram-based [DGR19]. -index
[Bar15, Cri15, Mal15, Pra14c, Rou15, Sch15, YL14]. -indices [Pra14b].
-plots [Epi14]. -year [YL18].

1.0 [SKKM22]. 10-year [GAB+18]. 10.1002 [Ano14]. 10.1002/asi.20981
12th [PMGB+21]. 15th [PMGB+21]. 19 [BK23, CCM23, Hod21, LBC+22,
NB23, RCM22, SBS23, SJT+21, VFZ+22, WZFZ22, ZGL+22, Sha21a]. 1960s
[Eng17b]. 1990s [Moo20].

21st [dP20]. 2nd [SWKK16, Wei14b].

3rd [Haw18].

40-year [KH17]. 4th [Col17b].

60 [Ano14].

7 [Far23].

978 [Adl23, Far23, Sko23]. 978-0-08-102474-4 [Dor19]. 978-0-12-417112-1
978-0-231-19552-2 [Sko23]. 978-0-231-19876-9 [Ma22b].
978-0-262-03512-5 [BI17]. 978-0-262-03517-0 [Jon17].
978-0-262-03624-5 [Cle18]. 978-0-262-03687-0 [Con20, Haw18].
978-0-262-03709-9 [Bow19b]. 978-0-262-03744-0 [Ben18].
978-0-262-03773-0 [Sal20]. 978-0-262-03785-3 [Hal19].
978-0-262-03828-7 [Zha19]. 978-0-262-03859-1 [Bat21].
978-0-262-04350-2 [Adl23]. 978-0-262-52538-1 [Rhe17].
978-0-262-52781-1 [Fri17]. 978-0-262-52820-7 [Zim17].
978-0-262-52851-1 [How17]. 978-0-300-23401-5 [Kos20].
978-0-367-18816-0 [Sto20]. 978-0-367-21944-4 [Swa22].
978-0-367-90285-8 [Owe21]. 978-0-525-57451-4 [Afz22].
Accidental accommodation accomplishments according account accurately account [LJ17, TPR17, vdSvdB23]. Accurate Accounting achieving [KC20, CK17, Du14a]. acknowledgment [Ano14, SMAB09, THL17]. Acknowledgments acquiring acquisition acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring acquiring ac
Sav18b, Saw19, SK14a, See17, Sha21a, Sha21b, Sko23, Soe18. **Book** [SR14, Sto20, Sve15, Sva22, Ten16, The17, Uns18, War15, Web20, Wei14a, Wei14b, Whi17, Zha19, Zim17, Zit15, vR17a, AP17, Bur20, Col20, OVE14, TK17a, WMX+22, WLZ+20, ZvSvB14, ZGCB15]. **Booklover** [CJ16a].

**bookmark** [GB16]. **bookmarks** [MTK16]. **books** [AT14, DP16, KT16a, KT16b, KTA17, KT17b, KT17a, PN18, ZK14, ZBBW18, AT14, KT15].

**Boolean** [Hjø15c]. **boost** [HB15, ˇSF17]. **boosted** [SMYL15]. **Boosting** [SLLL17].

**Border** [Ano17n, CZ16]. **borders** [BNG14]. **Borgman** [Ten16].

**born/Korean** [LS22]. **born/US** [LS22]. **B¨orner** [Whi17]. **Bose** [Jan15].

**Boston** [Bat21, dP20]. **bot** [HBH+16]. **BoTG** [DGGdST19]. **both** [Jam17].

**bottom** [EBD15]. **bottom-up** [EBD15]. **boundaries** [EWX+16, KK19b, Wor19]. **Boundary** [HAJ+17]. **bounded** [McC15].

**Bowker** [Mat20]. **box** [LCWC23, WMS+15]. **boxes** [TZH23].

**Brazil** [FvdWR+22, MdSLdO+23, RA14, SHMC17]. **Brazilian** [MCDMM14]. **Brea** [Tho22]. **Breach** [JVF19, Jam20]. **breakthrough** [SC17]. **breakthroughs** [WMM+23, WTvR16]. **breast** [Rub15]. **BRICS** [BWL15, VR17b]. **bridge** [PdlRR+22]. **Bridging** [BCZ14, JA16, OR21, ZZY23]. **Brief** [Bar15, BM14a, BM14c, BM14b, BWL15, BM15a, BB15, CKR14, Cri15, DD16, Egg14b, Fia14, Fur20, Hal14, HCKH15, HBB+16, Hil14a, Hjo15b, Jan15, KISS15, LPL14, LHR16, Mal15, MD15, NF15, NLP16, OR15, OK16, Pra14b, Pra14c, RSAS14, RL15a, RD16, Sch15, SF15, SWKK16, Car14a]. **Broadcasting** [ZDZ21]. **broken** [RSAS14]. **Brown** [Bud17]. **Browsing** [Bat20, MCSB19, HT17, HS22, LJT+15]. **Bruce** [Sko23]. **Brügger** [Web20].

**brutal** [Sha21a]. **budget** [WMS+15]. **Building** [Fri17, TBK+17, BBC+22, GAS+20, LPB19]. **built** [WKC14]. **bullet** [LZG+23]. **Bunz** [Saw19]. **burden** [CK22]. **Burdens** [SR14]. **Burgess** [Buc20]. **Burke** [Lev20, Lev15]. **bursting** [KYFZ15]. **Bushfires** [CN14]. **Business** [JPF16, AGM19, Vec14, YP16]. **button** [GSG20]. **Byström** [Huv20].

**C** [Jan15, DC14, SB16]. **C-sanitized** [SB16]. **C-word** [DC14]. **CA** [Agu18, Cho19, Fou19, Hay18, MS19, Soe18]. **Cabinet** [Huv22a]. **Cady** [Br18]. **Calin** [Kos20]. **Calculating** [LCD+14]. **calculus** [FvdWR+22, LI14a, LJI18, MK15]. **Call** [Kra17, Fro21, St.17, XHM+20]. **Cambridge** [Adl23, BI17, Ben18, Bow19a, Bow19b, Cle18, Con20, Dor19, Erd18, Fri17, Hal19, Haw18, How17, Jon17, Kos21, Ols16, Rey21, Rei17, Sal20, San22, Sav18b, Sha21a, Web20, Whi17, Zha19, Zim17]. **campuses** [SLeH21]. **Can** [AT14, GKM+21, KT16b, LdN17, MTK16, Sto20, WZL21, Whi17, ZGCB15, HB15, Kit19, ZMJ14]. **Canada** [AC18, QHH20]. **cancer** [EAB17, RHG23, Rub15]. **candidate** [BYSB16]. **cannot** [Kos21]. **can’t** [MT20]. **Capabilities** [Cha14]. **capability** [IQDS16]. **capacities** [Hil14b]. **capacity** [ST16a]. **capital** [CLSS14, CBH16, dSMdAGQ15, ZH17]. **Capitalism** [Meh22]. **Capturing** [GISW15]. **Capurro** [Uns18]. **car** [LO19].

Case [Ama19, Col17b, OGL19, Tho22, BS16, CY22, ESD22, FJT23, Gia18, GAS+20, HT17, Hjo15c, HR19, Ior14, JT17, Kan22, KIH16, LSHH23, LR14, MGIGW16, NBH16, PPLJ20, Riv15, Sav15a, ZYZ+16, ZGB16, ZGEJ17, dHSM17].
case-based [HT17, dHSM17]. cases [LB16].

Cassidy [O'C16, Rou17, vR17a]. Castro [San22].

catalog [WCC+17].
cataloging [CJ16a].
catalysts [LBC+22].
categorical [ZGBIL18]. categories [BOR+23, FV21, LB16, MTHL15, TS21]. categorization [AFL+14, HRN+23, KLG14, Oh17]. categorizing [SSC17]. category [CHLRC14].

case-based [HT17, dHSM17].

case-based [HT17, dHSM17].

Celsius [Hak14].


Chinese [HS14, HY17, HCC15, HCS21, LZ21, Ma23b, SJL19, TSY15, YRH16, YRWH18, YZ16]. Chinese-speaking [HCC15].


Chemie [MWD17]. chemistry [M14, NE17]. Chen [Sko23]. Chicago [Buc20].


China [Sko23, CW18, KHZ+22, PYH16, TPZ15, WHZ23, ZZY23, ZJHT23].

Chinese [HS14, HY17, HCC15, HCS21, LZ21, Ma23b, SJL19, TSY15, YRH16, YRWH18, YZ16]. Chinese-speaking [HCC15].

Choice [Cha14, BJSM18]. choices [SL21b, ZK14]. Christian [Zim17].

Christine [Ten16]. Christoph [Han21]. Christopher [Sko23].

chronic [BV21]. CI [SSA22].

Cicilie [Han21]. Cinderella [Fra21]. circles [M14].

circumstances [BJR19]. circumvention [SYS17]. Ciro [Mat20].

citable [Hen14].

Citation [Ano17m, Bel16, BH17b, FN17a, GMB14, HK14, KB17, LPW14, LBW19a, LR14, MM18, MCY+21, dLPMR16, Rou16, ACS18].

Cincinnati [Buc20].

Cincinnati [Buc20].

Cincinnati [Buc20].

Cincinnati [Buc20].
APRRC15, AKK+17, BM14a, BM15a, Bor16a, Bor17, CCLL14, CDL22, Col15, CL17, CHLR14, CWL+23, DZZ+14, Don16, DTW16, Epi14, FJT23, F17, FN17b, GRSFV15d, GNVdMA16, H18, HPL19, HR19, HHC+14, HQH+12, JiR17, JLC16, JZC20, KBS18, KT17c, LDAdN16, LD17, LCD+14, MT16, MPB+20, MZ22, MH16, MWD17, OSvE16, OV15, P18, PRRC16, Riv15, R17, RD16, Rou17, SAA+23, SC17, SKA18, AF17, ST16b, TS15, TW16a, TM20, Th20, V18, WL14a, WL14b, YY16, Y16, YCL20, YB18, ZD18, Z14b, Z16].

Citation-Based [GB14, Ano17m, dLPR16, RPK16, RPK17].

citation-rank [BM14c].

citations [LCHL14, MT18b, NE17, WC14, BL14, Bor16a, CZZY15, CL17, CZW15, CWL+23, DBH18, Fan18, HPS+14, JLC16, KT15, KT17b, KT17a, KH17, LPL14, LB19a, LLHF15, M18, OMTK17, OA14, PM18, SB14, Sil17, SLM15, SLE21, TM16, TK17c, TS21, TKS+23, WL14a, WVvLZ23, ZYL18, ZSC18, ZCYN23, ZTLV15].

CitSpace [PHC17].

Cities [dP20, LHR16, MMFA20].

Citing [XLKC22, BM14b, Fan18, GG16, HBDL19, LCD+14, Mil14, SRYL17, WW15].

Citizen [NTNP19, Haj20, LCNP17, WKJW16].

Ciufolini [Ior14].

Civil [Jam20].

Claims [BL14].

Clarification [TZS+22].

Class [Ko15, KSL19, Pra14a].

Classes [BOR+23].

Classical [Hjø15c].

Classification [Ort22, AFL+14, ATKD+17, BK19, Bi22, EBD15, GSB+16, GNVdMA16, GB19b, HCD17, KF16, Ko15, LRB19, LLB14, MR14, MRMCMVUL14, PRRC18, PdlRR+22, SAA+23, SRG+16, ST16c, TZH23, TG+16, VAGR15, WKC14, ZSMF15].

Classifications [SAW21].

Classifier [OR15].

Classifying [GB16, KK19a, KMFD15, PDS22, wYKY17, AKAS14, ZRdR21].

Classroom [Ko16].

Claudio [Gui17].

Claypool [Agu18, Cho19, Fou19, MS19].

Clayton [Cl20].

CLEF [TCP15].

CLEU [MS+19].

Click [STF19, GBL+18, FCT+21].

Clicking [FCT+21].

Climate [Cho23].

Climatic [HL16].

Clinical [KDS+17, KZB17, SYG17, TM16, vDVZ12].

Clinton [San22].

Cloonan [Sal20].

Close [LB19b, WLS21].

Closer [CBvEW18].

Closing [GB22].

Closure [KZ23].

Cloud [LWA+17, Ric18].

Clouds [LZD16].

Club [Or22, RR21].

Clubs [BP12].

Cluster [GB19b, YZ16].

Clustering [DMMF17, CPP+16, GSG22, GNVdMA16, LLHF15, MMFD15, MGKA16, Sav16b, ZHYG18].

Clustering-based [ZHYG18].

Clusterization [GRBCS15].

Clusters [Che16, GK14].

CNN [FR23].

Co [DT18, Hoo17, LN17, LZA+20, BSVZ17, ML16, MGKA16, OJW+21, PHH+20, PJH23, SJK15, TCF+24, VN18, YLL20, Yu14, ZL16].

co-author [ML16].

cited [DT18].

Co-comment [SJK15].

Co-contributive [OJW+21].

Co-contributorship [LZA+20].

Co-corresponding [TCF+24].

Co-creation [PHJ23].

Co-embedded [MGKA16].

Co-link [VN18].

Occurrence [Hoo17, ZL16].

Occurrence-based [PHH+20].

Co-saved [DT18].

Co-training [Yu14].
14

ZWTX23, LS18, Mat20]. community-based [YC20]. community-inclusive
[YC20]. Community-led [DJLS22]. companies [CAS21, Bow19b].
Companion [Kea22]. Comparative [LKKS17, OA14, VGC17, JMV19,
LS22, Mal15, OS15, POK15, TT17, WSZC22, YRWH18]. compare
[Hal14, PLPQB20]. compared [LdMAdN16]. Comparing
[BMG+17, DGR19, dLPMR16, ZYZ+16, EhdBvO17, HM18, RB14].
Comparison
[CK16a, Sav18a, ST16c, WC14, XBL+21, Ano18-27, AFL+14, AGJ+16,
Bar15, BM15a, BVH15, CK21a, CZW15, DC14, GIEVVG19, HLC15,
JDHL17, LN17, LML18, OSvE16, RN16, TTH16, TS21, VC15, XDSC16].
comparisons [LHR16]. compatibility [Ma23b]. competencies [Cox23].
competition [Hsi17, PTGL17]. competitive [JJ14]. complement [RHG23].
Complementary [LCSL15, AGMR18, Don16]. complete [Cho15].
completion [Gre16]. Complex [Bor15c, Gre18, WCTS15]. complexity
[BR15b, HK17, LBW+19b, OHP16, SJ17, SW18, TFR15, WOJBG17,
WCTS15, vdSvdBG+14]. compliance [Bor16c], component [FS18].
composite [DBBJ16]. comprehensibility [vdSvdB23]. comprehension
[KWR20]. comprehensive [AFL+14, ZS14a]. compression [FDR16].
computation [PTGL17]. Computational
[FHW17, SWK16, Daq20, GHKB3+17, JJS+16, RGD16, RDF16].
Computer [Cle18, CY14, FA17, HHB17, IQDS16, Kim19a, MD16, NBH16,
OB+22, OHP16, SCIF20, SDT22, VS15]. computer-mediated
[CY14, FA17, HHB17]. computer-supported [OHP16]. computers
[BNG14, Kos21]. Computing [SK14a, RC16]. concentrated [BC16].
concentration [Bar15, Egg14b, Pra15a, Ron15]. concept
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Evidence [GRS16, HYD +20, JVF19, JSY +16, LBC +22, MZ22, OMTK17, SR14, KKO15, KT17b, KT17a, LML16, TM16, BC16, NILCP15, SDT22, TKA +23, ZGE22]. evidentiary [TFR15].

Evolution [TJV14, UM23, HDZ +15, KMFD15, LJ18, ML21, MT18a, MCV +21, NF15, RFF +18, SMW18, SHQ +16, TL18, WWL16, ZZE17, GRBCS15, YZQT20].

evolutionary [AJWB16, JL23, ZLZG14, ZZZL17]. evolve [AJWB16]. evolved [MBD15]. ex [MBD15].

ex-ante [MBD15]. ex-post [MBD15].

examination [CJ16a, GK14, ML22]. examine [YY16]. Examining [FvdWR +22, GKM +21, HBB +16, IESG20, MMHA23, RYEP18, SY20, HBG19, LB20, LB15, RHG23]. example [PR16, QH20, Sav16b].

Excellence [TKA +23, BC16, BWL15, PS14b, VR17b]. excellent [BdMA14].

Excesses [Zit15]. exchange [JDHL17, ZY15, Kan22]. exchanged [PN18].


exodus [ZXPS18]. expand [BSZ +14]. expanded [ST22, Skö18]. Expanded TM [HK14].

expansion [BST15, BK23, CDGN15, JKS +16, PMD14, SBZ +14, TL18, XLL16].

expectation [MBV17]. expectations [MS16, Wes15]. expected [Bor16a].

experience [AvS15, AvS16, Gor19, GBL +18, HLB +17, LP16, LSC18, MS16, QLM +22, RR17, Rut21, TJ20, Zha14c, Bat21]. experience-aware [LS18].

Experiences [RR20, KWLV22, WCP +19].

experiment [LCRGTS14, MGK20, RSAS14, ZGCB15]. experimental [Che16, LK14, SLI +15, WHvdZvdB17]. experimentation [Her23].

experiments [MS +19, Smi17b]. expert [HRN +23, SB18, WTT +14].

expert-in-the-loop [HRN +23]. expertise [Smi15, Smi17a]. experts [AD23, CK14, EHzBvO17, RAW22, ZGEJ17]. explainable [ZW23].

Explaining [AJWB16, SsdMCM20]. explanation [Egg14a]. Explication [WK16]. Explicit [OA15, YSAM +21].

Exploiting [BSVZ17, JSY +16, MMFD15, WLC +14, SGLF17].


explore [GHKB +17, GS18]. Exploring [ACS18, AKK +17, Eng17b, GBL +18, JRS16, Kim15, Lia17, LCWL18,
Filing [Huv22a, KR15]. Filipino [AC18]. Film [Sea20]. films [WMS15]. Filtering
[YL17a, BSVZ17, DS21, ESWC18, HABT18, LJT15, ZCW17, ZHGY18].
finance [Hal14]. financial [ESD22, GN17, LLB14, RDPN21, SKKM22]. find
[ZB19]. Finding [DO14, Yan14, AGGTGL18, DMR17, FT16, HB16,
SVK17, WSvPK16, WV15]. fine [LS17, LWL18]. fine-grained
[LS17, LWL18]. Finland [AST18]. Finnish [DBH18]. Fiorella
[Cox15]. firm [QSH14]. Firms [JVF19]. first [CCM23, LB19a, RBJ18a, RBJ18b].
first-time [RBJ18a, RBJ18b]. fit [Fro21, YHLG21]. Five [DPHP17, VGN20].
Fix [GKM21]. flagging [CY22]. Flanders [DDB16]. flavors [WVvLZ23].
flexible [Oh17, BSVZ17, DS21, ESWC18, HABT18, LJT15, ZCW17, ZHGY18].
Flickr [KBC17, OS15]. flipping [MZ22]. Floridi [BR20]. flow
[HWZ20, Lai15, Olt15, WWL16]. flows [BELR16, DDB16, MT14]. flyby [SS14c].
focus [HL16]. focused [LCLBY17]. Follow [SLE21, JL18]. followees
[TG17]. followers [GKM21]. following [MRAF16]. footprint [PM18]. Ford
[Col17a]. forecasting [ZW23, SHG16]. forename [KK20]. Forensically [Hod21].
forever [LS17, LWL18]. Florida [BR20]. flow [HWZ20, Lai15, Olt15, WWL16].
flows [BELR16, DDB16, MT14]. focused [LCLBY17]. Follow [SLE21, JL18]. followees
[TG17]. followers [GKM21]. following [MRAF16]. footprint [PM18]. Ford
[Col17a]. forecasting [ZW23, SHG16]. forename [KK20]. Forensically [Hod21].
forever [LS17, LWL18]. Florida [BR20]. flow [HWZ20, Lai15, Olt15, WWL16].
flows [BELR16, DDB16, MT14]. flyby [SS14c]. focus [HL16]. focused [LCLBY17].
Follow [SLE21, JL18]. followees [TG17]. followers [GKM21]. following
[MRAF16]. footprint [PM18]. Ford [Col17a]. forecasting [ZW23, SHG16]. forename
[KK20]. Forensically [Hod21]. forever [LS17, LWL18]. Florida [BR20]. flow
[HWZ20, Lai15, Olt15, WWL16]. flows [BELR16, DDB16, MT14]. flyby [SS14c].
focus [HL16]. focused [LCLBY17]. Follow [SLE21, JL18]. followees [TG17]. followers
[GKM21]. following [MRAF16]. footprint [PM18]. Ford [Col17a]. forecasting
[ZW23, SHG16]. forename [KK20]. Forensically [Hod21]. forever [LS17, LWL18].
Florida [BR20]. flow [HWZ20, Lai15, Olt15, WWL16]. flows [BELR16, DDB16, MT14].
flyby [SS14c]. focus [HL16]. focused [LCLBY17].
fuzzy-SEM [LL17].
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historiographic [HGCKDR16]. History [Buc15, Huv22a, Web20, CBAL15,
KL22, MKK17, SA15, SE16, ZGCB15, See17, Sko23]. HIV [KP18, MVL+ 14].
HIV/AIDS [MVL+ 14]. Hobohm [Han21]. Hoboken [Bru18]. hoc
[DLA22, MNNK15]. holding [WMX+ 22]. hole [MB20]. holes [GK14].
Holistic [PG21, HLB+ 17]. homelessness [SFL+ 23]. Homophily [ZBDX18].
household [BVH15]. Howes [Rog15]. Hub [BGS22]. Huertas [Gui17].
Human [FHW17, HPLR23, Mat15, O’H18, Rog15, SAHZ21, DL22, FMD19,
GHKB+ 17, Gor20a, Hjø15c, LJK21, LGZ14, LMM+ 22, MOM+ 15, MVA22,
MAM19, NBH16, PS14a, PTGL17, SV17, She19, ST16c, SH14, WvdHS16,
WXSL23, YR23, ZZ21a]. human-assigned [ST16c]. Human-centered
[SAHZ21, She19, WXSL23]. human-computer [NBH16].
[YR23]. Human-supervised [HPLR23]. humanitarian [VGN20].
humanities [BTMS16, CS16c, CC17, Coc22, DM14, FW19, GW18, HH18,
KGP+ 20, LB22, ML22, MT14, OBD+ 22, OVE14, Poo17, PG20, SEZG22,
TK17d, WCdF+ 22, ZSG+ 22]. humility [Gor22]. Humphreys [Hal19].
hurdles [LBWE+ 23]. Hurricane [VO23, LBG+ 21]. Hybrid
[PSB17, JML22, NB23, NE17, PSB16]. hybridization [Cj15]. Hype
[Afz22, CS16a]. Hyperlinks [OMTSLC15, KT14b, Vau16, YCK16].
hypertension [JWWV18]. Hypertext [Fin17]. Hypervisibility [KP18].
hypothesis [FN17a, JJC19].
I-distance [DBBJ16]. I3 [YL14]. iAggregator [MTY14]. Ian [Huv20].
Ibekwe [Car14b]. Ibekwe-SanJuan [Car14b]. Ibero [GTAS22]. icons
[HBS15]. ICT [SH19]. ICT4D
[FHO23, HDT23, Meh23, PHJ23, TLS+ 23, ZDP+ 23]. ICTs [Cha14, NT17a].
idea [LYC+ 22, MSPP21]. Ideas [Kos20]. Ideation [MHJ19, LM15a, Xia14].
Identification [CL17, MGIGW16, XBCH18, IS22, YB18]. identifiers
[BD16]. identify [LL17, ZCW17]. Identifying
[AGM19, BBM16, KGS19, LS18, LDS+ 19, MC18, MRKT15, SC17, SJK15,
XDDG18, ZZZL17, CCLL14, PSY+ 21, St.17, Wan18]. identities
[DS15, Mad16, Fou19]. identity
[FLJD23, JDZ24, Kit19, LYL21, MO20, SWL18, Wu19]. ideology [Mar16].
idiomatic [MD16]. If [MWMB18, Bor16a, DD16, KW14, vdVZK21]. iField
[ZSAW23, WXSL23, ZWH+ 23]. iFQ [OSvE16]. Ignorance [Gre19]. II
[Lev20, Soe18]. III [Soe18]. illicit [CMB17]. Illness [Zha19, BV21, Che15].
illustration [FW17]. ILT [PDŠB16]. I’m [SSA20]. Image
[Ano15a, Ano15b, Ano15c, Ano15d, Ano15e, Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano16c,
Ano16d, Ano16e, Ano16f, Ano16g, Ano16h, Ano16i, Ano16j, Ano16k, Ano16l,
Ano17a, Ano17b, Ano17c, Ano17d, Ano17e, Ano17f, Ano17g, Ano17h, Ano17i,
Ano17j, Ano17k, Ano17l, Ano18a, Ano18b, Ano18c, Ano18d, Ano18e, Ano18f,
Ano18g, Ano18h, Ano18i, Ano18j, Ano18k, Ano18l, Ano19a, Ano19b, Ano19c,
Ano19d, Ano19e, Ano19f, Ano19g, Ano19h, Ano19i, Ano19j, Ano19k, Ano19l,


Ano20a, Ano20b, Ano20c, Ano20d, Ano20e, Ano20f, Ano20g, Ano20h, Ano20i, Ano20j, Ano20k, Ano20l, Ano21a, Ano21b, Ano21c, Ano21d, Ano21e, Ano21f, Ano21g, Ano21h, Ano21i, Ano22a, Ano22b, Ano22c, Ano22d, Ano22e, Ano22f, Ano22g, Ano22h, Ano22i, Ano22j, Ano22k, Ano22l, Ano23a. Image
[Ano23b, Ano23c, Ano23d, Ano23e, Ano23f, Ano23g, Ano23h, Ano23i, Ano23j, Ano24a, ATKD+17, ATKD+18, Bea16, Chr17, CML+15, LXLL14, LWL+18, ILTBH15, NSK17, TR17, THC15]. images
[HD22, HSK15, KLG14, LYCX14, SCIF20, TGV+16]. imaging
[MAS+15]. Imagining
[AC18]. imbalance
[WYZL21]. Imitating
[DB15]. imitation
[MDL+18]. immersive
[Rob15]. immigrant
[FLJD23, SH19]. Immigration
[Ano17n, CZ16]. Impact
[BM20, GVB17, Hal20, JVF19, KHZ+22, LBW19a, LYL21, SRM+17, AT14, ACS18, APRRC15, BS16, BM15a, Bor17, Cri15, Egg14b, GD18, GRSFV15d, GRC21, GRS16, HH19, HBB+16, HGCKDR16, HLM16, HQQ+22, Kel21, KT16a, KT17a, KA22, LBWE+23, LGST15, ILTBH15, LHXS22, Mat22, MMJ+17, MDC+16, Meh23, MH15, ML16, MWD17, OMK17, PRRC18, Pra14b, Pra15a, RCM22, RDPN21, RHG23, SRYL17, ST16b, SZWS22, TLD17, TW16a, TK17b, The20, WL14b, WZ18, WVvLZ23, WTV16, WK19, XBL+22, Yan15, YZ17, YL14, ZCvdH15, ZZ21b]. impact-driven
[Meh23]. Impacts
[EA18, KT16b, KTA17, YLHW21, YZYR21]. impaired
[STS14, STS15]. Impairments
[BM20]. impeding
[St.17]. Imperfect
[ZCvdH15]. implement
[Meh23]. implementation
[ALCD14, LYC+22, PSB17, ZYS17]. implementing
[JPF16, YP16]. implication
[TGC+21]. Implications
[ZSC18, HM14, HBB+16, HHL21, LCK16, Mak20, YZ17, YR23]. Implicit
[HWC17, GIEVVS19]. Importance
[Tei16, JLC16, WCO21]. important
[KT17a, MWD17, WL14a, YRWH18]. Imposing
[DB15]. impression
[LB19a]. impressionistic
[UM23]. improve
[BSVZ17, Cho16, ZYS17]. improved
[Gia16, Mat20]. improvement
[STF19, SR16]. Improving
[AFFR18, BK19, CDGN15, CML+15, PMD14, PS19, SY22, SK14b, ZGPB17, LYOW15, PS14a]. imputation
[MBD15]. In-Depth
[MS19]. in-links
[OMTSLC15]. in-situ
[HWW+17]. In-text
[ZS14b, ZSC18, SAA+23, ZS16]. inbox
[KR15]. incessantly
[Hi14b]. incident
[ADM+20]. inclusive
[YC20]. incognizance
[St.17]. inconsequential
[Pra15b]. incorporating
[LD+17, Du14b]. incorporation
[McC15]. Increase
[CRK14, DMDO16, SMRR16]. increases
[Bor17, TSY15]. Increasing
[LCNP17]. Incremental
[SGLF17, BDA17, ECJF21]. independent
[AMM+19, RPK16, Smi15, Smi17a]. Index
[Hal20, HK14, Lev15, Bar15, BH17a, CZZY15, Cri15, Fas18, Fia14, LCRGTS14, Mal15, NSK17, Pra14c, RGJCTS16, Rou15, Sch15, YL14, LPW14, VC15, WL14b]. indexed
[MRKT15]. indexer
[RMDF23]. Indexing
[CSOD16, WLC16, Ano18-27, BRL20, CK14, Chr17, Göd16, GSB+16, LM15b, LML18, SP17, YCK16, Ols16]. indicator
[BH17b, DBBJ16, HLM16, LB15, Pra14a, WMM+23, WK19, YL14, ZRG16].
Indicators [Agu18, HH19, O’C16, CZW15, DB17a, HH18, HBH+16, Hen14, LCRGTS14, Pra14d, TKS+23, VCG14, Vin17, YZ17, ZSX15, ZvSvB14].

Indices [IABL16, Pra14b].

Indigenous [Coc22, HDT23, LYL21].

Indigenous [Coc22, HDT23, LYL21].

Indirect [KS14a].

Indirect [KS14a].

Individual [BBM16, GBS15, JDZ24, Jan15, KCL14, Kim15, KS14a, Li14b, LTD+15, LLD+17, LWM+19, LJLH17, LCWL18, MPT15, MAAL+16, OHP16, PK15, PB16, RR17, Roh16, SKZ+14, SLCS18, YLHW21, ZTLV15].

Influenced [SRYL17].

Influencer [RJS17a].

Influencers [RVGPS19].

Influences [LBW19a, SL21a, WS22, XA14, ZWTX23].

Inform [ADL15, CJ16b].

Informal [PYW18].

Informal [PYW18].

Informatics [Bea17, Gre19, Meh22, Mos17, SV20, Ano17n, CZ16, Mar16, MSW+19, PRM22, PPC19, PPLJ20, RAMP22, WCO21].

Information [Agu18, Albi15, AGBK19, Ano14, Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano16c, Ano16d, Ano16e, Ano16f, Ano16g, Ano16h, Ano16i, Ano16j, Ano16k, Ano16l, Ano16m, Ano16n, Ano16o, Ano16p, Ano16q, Ano16r, Ano16s, Ano16t, Ano16u, Ano16v, Ano16w, Ano16x, Ano16y, Ano16z, Ano17a, Ano17b, Ano17c, Ano17d, Ano17e, Ano17f, Ano17g, Ano17h, Ano17i, Ano17j, Ano17k, Ano17l, Ano17m, Ano17n, Ano17o, Ano17p, Ano17q, Ano17r, Ano17s, Ano17t, Ano17u, Ano17v, Ano17w, Ano17x, Ano17y, Ano17z, Ano18a, Ano18b, Ano18c, Ano18d, Ano18e, Ano18f, Ano18g, Ano18h, Ano18i, Ano18j, Ano18k, Ano18l, Ano18m, Ano18n, Ano18o, Ano18p, Ano18q, Ano18r, Ano18s, Ano18t, Ano18u, Ano18v, Ano18w, Ano18x, Ano18y, Ano18z, Ano19a, Ano19b, Ano19c, Ano19d, Ano19e, Ano19f, Ano19g, Ano19h, Ano19i, Ano19j, Ano19k, Ano19l, Ano19m, Ano19n, Ano19o, Ano19p, Ano19q, Ano19r, Ano19s, Ano19t, Ano19u, Ano19v, Ano19w, Ano19x, Ano19y, Ano19z, Ano20a, Ano20b, Ano20c, Ano20d, Ano20e, Ano20f, Ano20g, Ano20h, Ano20i, Ano20j, Ano20k, Ano20l, Ano20m, Ano20n, Ano20o, Ano20p, Ano20q, Ano20r, Ano20s, Ano20t, Ano20u, Ano20v, Ano20w, Ano20x, Ano20y, Ano20z, Ano21a, Ano21b, Ano21c, Ano21d, Ano21e, Ano21f, Ano21g, Ano21h, Ano21i, Ano21j, Ano21k, Ano21l, Ano21m, Ano21n, Ano21o, Ano21p, Ano21q, Ano21r, Ano21s, Ano21t, Ano21u, Ano21v, Ano21w, Ano21x, Ano21y, Ano21z, Ano22a, Ano22b, Ano22c, Ano22d, Ano22e, Ano22f, Ano22g, Ano22h, Ano22i, Ano22j, Ano22k, Ano22l, Ano22m, Ano22n, Ano22o, Ano22p, Ano22q, Ano22r, Ano22s, Ano22t, Ano22u, Ano22v, Ano22w].

Information [Ano22x, Ano23k, Ano23l, Ano23m, Ano23n, Ano23o, Ano23p, Ano23q, Ano23r, Ano23s, Ano23t, Ano24b, BLB16, Baw14, BR15a, BR15b, BM20, BV11, BJ19, Buc20, CCMT15, Car14b, Che15, CK21a, CM23, CK17, Col17a, Col20, CK21b, Cox15, DDB16, EMM+15, Erd18, Far23, Fow19, Fre18, GW18, Gor19, Gor20b, Gre18, Hai16, He16, Her23, Hjo17a, Huv20, HEEB+22, JKS+16, JDHL17, JWWV18, Jul20, KSB20, KS14b, KC20, KP18, KKKP16, LOM22, Lin15, LCL16, Lue15, Ma23a, MHJ19, Mak20, MDSLo+23, Mat15, MVL+14, MOM+15, MAP15, MS19, NTNP19, NLFM19, O’H18, OMM+14, Ols16, OM15, PAKa20, PH22, PWK19, Roh17, RR22, RR20, Sar16, Sav18a, SS14a, Sha14, Soe18, TK17d, VCJ22, VO23, Wei14a, Wor19, YZ16, ZS14a, ZZ20, ZPPW24, ZV20, AJWB16, AG15a, ADD+18].

Information [Ad23, Aji17, AFB20, AH17, Ano18z, ADL15, AGJ+16, Bad14, BK23, BR15b, BR20, BCAL15, BS16, BBC+22, Bur14, CAS21, CO16, CPP+16, CLSS14, CBH16, Che22, CIL15, CK16a, CHJ20, CS15a, Cho20, CPL22, CN14, Cho23, Cho16, CKL16, CS15b, CC17, CBM17, Col17b, CMB17, CV20, CK22, DO14, DL22, Du14b, DS21, EH21, Eng17a, Eng17b, Esk20, FA19, FVGL14, FC22, FC18, Fre15, FHO23, Fre21, GGS22, Gau16, GM19, GLR16,
Large

Lanham [Aji17, Bea17, Lev20]. Large

Large-scale [WHYJ17, ACS18, Ano17m, BC16, BC16, FN17a, HABT18, KDS+17, KD16, LWM+23, OSD22, RMDF23, WCP+19, ZLY23, GMB14]. Large-scale [WHYJ17, ACS18, Ano17m, BC16, FN17a, HABT18, KD16, RMDF23, WCP+19, GMB14].

Large-scale [WHYJ17, ACS18, Ano17m, BC16, FN17a, HABT18, KD16, RMDF23, WCP+19, ZLY23, GMB14].

Latent

Latent [FdGPC18, SLLL17, WLC16].

Latin

Latin [CMS23].

Lau

Lau [Clo18].

Law

Law [Ben18, SR14, Wei14b, BS17, iCV18, HHC+14, MA18b, RPK16, Smo17, TGC+21, MA18b, RPK16, Smo17, TGC+21].

Laws

Laws [TGC+21].

Laypeople

Laypeople [CHJ20].

Lazar

Lazar [O'H18].

LDA

LDA [LX17].

Leo

Leo [Dor19].

Leonardi

Leonardi [Lan15].

Lesbian

Lesbian [KWLV22, JDZ24].

Less

Less [TF21].

Lessons

Lessons [SBH21, TCP15, ZS16].

Letter

Letter [BN19, LN19].

Letters

Letters [Bor14c, Bor14d, Bor14b, Bor16b, Bur17, CB14, Mah17, MB14, Mir14, Pra14d, Rou15, Tei16, TSRG16, VCG17, VR17b, ZMJ14].

Level

Level [Bor16a, CHT+15, CHLR14, DPN16, DTW16, JML22, KBD+14, LG14, LM19a, LTD+15, LLD+17, RL15b, She17, WZK+18, WLW+17, Yan15, YY16, ZFH+19, vLTW18].

Levels

Levels [CBvEW18, LPU15, LPWG+19, LCHL14].

Leveraging

Leveraging [BR16, Fre18, WL14b].

Lexical

Lexical [XCL+21, Ama22, KKO15, MRKT15, VAGR15].

Lexicons

Lexicons [Eng17a].

LGBT

LGBT [Kit19, MJ23].

LGBTQ

LGBTQ [Kit19, MJ23].

LGBTQIA

LGBTQIA [KWLV22, JDZ24].

Li

Li [MS19].

Libcitations

Libcitations [WZ18].

LibGen

LibGen [Cab16].

Librarians

Librarians [Fre21, HCC15, OBD+22, SCIF20, YLL20, Zem17].

Librarianship

Librarianship [YLL20].

Libraries

Libraries [BSBG16].

Library

Library [CK21b, DSBG20, MCSB19, MH18, OM15, RMDF23, ZZ20, Adl23, Aji17, Cox23, Eck18, GARA+16, GJ22, LL17, LB16, Li21b, LYWF14, ML21, PGFG+20, She16, SSdMCM20, TR17, TJV14, WW16, XBL+21, Zem17, BLB16, KBC17, VCJ22].

LibraryThing

LibraryThing [Wor19].
CZ16, CdRM21, EAB17, EA18, GRSFV15d, HCC+21, JLC16, JL23, Kan22, KD15, KB818, LCM17, LBG+21, LA14, LCSI15, LX17, LZA+20, MSB21, MK15, Min16, MAM19, QH20, RJGM16, RKL14, TK14, TK17a, YXAL23, ZY15, ZZL16, ZZY23, ZQC+23, ZTA20, ZZ21b, HLM16, LPW14, TK14].

Networked [Ten16, Far23, Fin17, MA18a, Lin14b]. Networking [Jor19, OGL19, DOM+14, HCC15, JHJ15, JDHL17, KT14a, LOD+19, LCL16, Shm18, Wu19, ZXPS18]. Networks [GB19a, Jor19, BH16, DT18, FW17, FN17b, GK14, HWZ22, HL20, IABL16, JGCR15, JSY+16, JZC20, KD15, KD16, Kim19b, LKKS17, LdMAdN16, LDS19, MCDMM14, MP23, OD16, RVGPS19, SYS17, Tsi16, VS14, XOL+18, YY16, ZZL14, ZGB16, ZB19].

Neural [SAA+23, DGR19, ECJF21, HWZ22, JWJ+19, QH20, SEZG22, ZTA20].

neural-based [ECJF21].

neuro [GMW19].

Neuroimaging [HBS15].

neurophysiologic [JBD19].

Neuropsychological [MP19].

newcomer [OB19].

newcomers [Lin15].

News [KT17b, SYS17, AvS15, AVL16, ACL17, Fra21, HS14, KF16, LCLBY17, LMM+22, MMFD15, O'B17, RDPN21, SL+15, SGS21, SKKM22, TC17, WLC+14, AL+14, FR23, Kos21]. newspaper [JKS+16].

newspapers [KL22, OB+22].

next [DZC+14].

Ngarrindjeri [HDT23].

niches [SLS20].

Niels [Web20].

Nigel [Col17a].

NIL [GDO17].

Nivedita [Jan15].

NJ [Bru18, Rou17].

No [Ten16, Cro15a, SAB+18].

Nobel [FW17, Fie16, LR14, RN16, YCL20].

nomadism [JPS+19].

non [AT14, Ma21, ZGEJ17].

non-experts [ZGEJ17].

non-individualistic [Ma21].

non-Western [AT14].

noncomputational [TWB+18].

noninstitutional [LC21].

nonliteral [MGIGW16].

nonmovable [HNX18].

nonprofit [SFL+23].

nonsensical [CL21].

nonserial [Chi19].

nonspeech [AG15a].

nonwork [CK22].

nor [ALAB19].

Norm [Hen19].

normal [GB17].

normalization [Col15, Hal17, ZL16].

normalized [BTMS16, Bor17, BH17b, Egg14b, HM18].

Normative [Baw14, Riv15].

norms [HD22, JS15, POK15, SSA22].

Norwegian [SBH21].

nostalgia [Sta22].

note [CRGG17, Hjø15b, OK16, SM18, ZXLC18].

note-taking [ZXLC18].

notification [JVF19].

notion [Skö18].

Noujaim [Sea20].

novel [Col15, GS18, LCWC23, MRAF16, WMM+23, ZZW+19].

novices [EHDvO17, WV18].

nudge [WZFZ22].

nudges [GS22].

Nuechterlein [Wei14b].

Nguyen [Web14].

numbers [BM14a, CRK14, Fie16].

nutrition [GN17].

NY [Afz22, Gor20a, Sto20].

O [Col17b].

Oaks [Hay18].

object [LJ22].

objectionable [LJT+15].

objective [CK21a].

objects [VP19, HAJ+17, LGD20, Pil14, Skö18].

obliteration [McC15].

Observational [GCC+19].

Observations [LMA+22].

observe [DS15].

observer [Men21].

obstetric [AF17].

obtain [EH21].

occupational [SCI20].

Occurrence [Hoo17, PHH+20, ZL16].
Policies [Bow19b, DAT+14, JS15, NB17, SBA+15]. Policy
[Wei14b, Ano17n, AD23, CZ16, HCS21, Olt15, PSB17]. politeness [NB15].
Political [Hen19, Mar15, NT17a, MSB21, WZFZ22]. politicians [RAW22].
Politics [Con20, FM14, Med15, Joh17, Lev20, Olt15]. Polity [Gor20a, Rey21, Saw19].
politicians [RAW22].
Politics [Con20, FM14, Med15, Joh17, Lev20, Olt15]. Polity [Gor20a, Rey21, Saw19].
politicians [RAW22].
promotion [BDH17]. Proof [SR14]. Propagation
[FS20, CML+15, JGY+19]. propensity [MWD17]. Proper [Zit15, Rou15].
properties [Bar14, HPL+22, PS14a]. Property [Med15]. proportion
[BdMA14]. proportions [CKR14]. Proposal [Fia14]. proposals
[SVC22, SR16]. Proposed [MH18, WFRN14]. protect [Fox20, VXX18].
protected [BOR+23]. Protecting [Bow19b]. protection
[CBH16, QHIH20, WLZ+20]. protocol [DMR+17]. protocol-driven
[DMR+17]. prototype [MZA17, WB15]. provenance [MWM+18, TWB+18].
proverb [ZGPB17]. provide [KISS15, VS14, ZMJ14]. provided [JML22].
provider [KCK16, TBP+15]. Providing [Sav15a]. provincial [LPU15].
provision [Min16]. Proximity [HWZ22, BCZ14, HWZ20, LSL23, SC21].
Proximity-aware [HWZ22]. proxy [OMTSLC15, Rou16, XBL+22].
Pruning [KMC20]. Pruning-Based [KMC20]. pseudo [PHH+20, YH16].
pseudo-relevance [PHH+20, YH16]. pseudocollaboration [GIS20].
pseudonyms [Ior14]. pseudorelevance [THC15]. PSI [LWL+18].
psychological [EAB17, EA18, MYK15]. psychology [McC15].
Public [ZCZ+20, Ano17n, CZ16, CS15b, DTDT21, DAT+14, Eck18, GJ16, JGCR15,
KISS15, KA22, KCZ+14, LWB16, LML16, MM20, MJ23, PG20, Sto20,
VFZ+22, ZZL16, ZPPW24]. public-funded [PG20]. public/private
[LWB+16]. Publication [Ano14, CB<EW18, GRH+17, MBBL14, SRM+17,
ŠF17, ADUCDPh19, Bor16a, CL14, GB19b, Hsi17, HQH+22, JLC16, Kim19a,
Man22, PSB16, PSU1, Pra15b, SRL17, SHMC17, YHL+21, SMAB09].
publications [Bor14d, BM15b, BTMS16, CC16, Chi19, Cri15, DQAM+24,
DFB14, DCLH21, FDC20, FCT+21, Fas18, HPLC19, HDZ+15, ML22,
MSdG19, MT18a, Mil14, RHG23, SC17, SAW21, XZW+19, ZCW17, ZYL18,
ZCYN23, ZGE22]. publish [Hal14, Jam17, NE17]. Publisher
[Sav18b, JML22, MPB+20]. publisher-provided [JML22]. Publishers
[Agu18, Aji17, ZGCB15]. publishes [XHC+15]. Publishing [Ali19, Ana19,
Clo18, Col17a, Col17b, Dor19, Erd18, Fre18, Hay18, Huv20, Jul20, Mat20,
Pan21, BGS22, FMG16, Jam17, Jam20, KBH+22, KIH16, KGP+20,
LWM+23, MO20, Moot20, MBZ+22, RA14, RD16, RJs+17b, Sil20, vLTW18].
[VO23]. purchase [CJ16b, JL18, KTZ20, Shm18]. pursued [WZL21].
QA [Kan22, CS16b, JDHL17, Sav15a, SWSZ19, WLG23, ZWTV23, ZPL+20].
QA [LCLS15]. Qatar [Ama19]. QS [DBBJ16]. Qualified [Hal19, Mir14].
qualitative [BWGD21, Fas18, ZS20]. qualities [BL14]. Quality
[HH19, ZSX15, Bor17, BH15, Cho15, DGC17, JW17, LL17, MO20,
PMSA14, PS14a, Pet19, Pra14d, Rou16, SSdMCM20, SHW+15, TKA+23,
TKS+23, Tsi16, VVP+21, WL20, WHWZ21, WvdHS16, YCL20, YH16,
Zha14b, ZT22, ZvSvB14]. quality-aware [YH16]. Quan [Hay18].
Quan-Haase [Hay18]. quantification [HH19]. quantify [WL14b].
Quantifying [NLFM19, WMM+23]. Quantitative [MH18, SRG+16].
Quantity [Pra14d, CMS23, WHWZ21]. quantum [BRS15]. queer
[KWLV22]. querier [KZB17]. Queries
[TCP15, THL17, BZ+14, HT17, RCM+17b, SAB+18, SYG17, VC15].
Query [BST15, SZZ14, THWS14, AS14, ATKD+17, CDGN15, JKS+16, KBD+14, KWR20, KZB17, Lew15, LZSW17, LJIH17, PDM14, RJK20, SY20, SY22, Smi17a, Smi17b, SL21b, SBZ+14, TPR17, XLL16]. Query-biased
[BST15]. Query-performance [SZZ14]. Querying [All19]. Question
[BK16, SKZ18, FC22, Fon21, LCSL15, ATKD+17, CDGN15, JKS+16, KBD+14, KWR20, KZB17, Lew15, LZSW17, LJIH17, PDM14, RJK20, SY20, SY22, Smi17a, Smi17b, SL21b, SBZ+14, TPR17, XLL16]. Question-answering
[All19]. questionnaire [TLA+16]. quickly [MT18a].

R [Adl23, Aji17, Far23, O’C16, Rou17, vR17a, RL15a]. R01 [WYZL21].
Raan [Hjs17b]. rabbit [MB20]. Race [ErD18, Adl23, Man22]. Racial
[Meh22]. radiology [YKY17]. Raf [Dor19]. Rafael
[Agu18, Fou19, MS19, Usn18]. Raghava [All19]. Ragnar [Han21]. Rain
randomized [MPB+20]. rank [AWC18, BM14c, GNVqMa16, Oa15, PSS22, SgV14, TW16a, XLL16, YH16, ZMJ14, ZGCB15, ATKD+18].
rank-oriented [AWC18]. Ranking
[ATKD+18, Hal14, KS14b, AD15, CML+15, DLA22, DD16, DBBJ16, Hal17, HM18, JSY+16, JJC19, LWL+18, SKL17, BdmA14, Egg14a, MD15, PRRC18].
ranking-oriented [CML+15]. rankings
[AGMR18, BELR16, Bor14c, DB17a, KHZ+22, LBM19a, SB18, ZS16, BM15a]. Raphael
[Cho19]. Rasmussen [Pan21]. rates [BM15b, OY15, TM20].
rating [CB15, Fas18, Fia14, Mkk17, TZK20]. ratings [TZK20]. Ratio
[BH17b]. rationale [Xia14, Xc17]. rationale-containing [Xc17].
[BH17b]. Re [ATKD+18, DO14, GM19, SHKL23, MMALCOM15, SVK17].
Re-Finding [DO14, SVK17]. Re-Ranking [ATKD+18]. re-revisited
[MMALCOM15]. Re-situating [GM19]. reach [Söd23]. react [HH18].
reaction [LSc18]. read [Jam17, MT18a, TM15]. Readability
[JVF19, AP20, DPN16, JGY+19]. Reader [AP17, DS21, MT18a, Ma22a].
readers [OMM+14, TM15, TK17a, ZK14]. readership [BH16, DUDa4a, MT16, MT14, MTK16, OMM+14, ST16b, TW16b, TS16, ZCW17]. reading
[BF18, GHcW17, LcLB17, ZZ21a, vDSvdB23, KIMM17]. readjustment
[HCC+21]. reads [MTL15]. ready [MM20]. Real
[ZSMF15, BCZ14, DC22, FJF+21, KK19]. Real-time
[LWm+23]. realization [MP19]. really [AD23, ZW23, vDvZK21]. reasoning
[HT17, KKZS20, All19]. Reasons [LH19, DQAMM+24]. rebuttal [Col20].
received [WZH21]. reception [Bor14d]. Recherche [Zit15]. Recognition
[PS20, SSA20, HY17, HR19, Mah17, PMGB+21, SLLL17, Vin17, YB18]. Recognizing
[LBM+19]. Recollecta [AGGTGL18]. recommend
[BRS16, SML15]. recommendation
[AWC18, BAG17, DMB14, HWZ22, Lai15, LF21, LLD+17, MBAG16, Mkk17,
CKLP17, DPHP17, DJ20, DM14, DTW16, DCLH21, FDC22, FMP16, FSPC16, GRBCS15, GW18, GRS16, GTAS22, GVB17, HD22, HWZ22, HGCKDR16, HWW15, HEEB+22, JdR17, Kel21, Kim15, KT14b, KT17b, KKZS20, KL22, LSHH23, LBM19, Lia17, LYWF14, Luc15, LWM+23, ML21, Mak20, MBBL14, Mat15, Mat20, MHMW17, MOM+15, MH15, MTHL15, MB15, NGTKR15, NILC15, OBD+22, OK16, OMM+14, OY15, PRRC18, PG21, PG20, PHJ23, RMDF23, RKHMRH21, RHG23, SMAB09, SVC22, SB18, SB1T15, SY15L15].

Research [SS14b, SR16, SWL18, SLeH21, ST16b, TS21, TK23, TH16, VCJ22, VOBB15, VCG17, Wan18, WSZC22, WG19, WHvdZvdB17, WTV16, WK19, VWCZ20, Wu23, XIA23, YRWH18, ZY+16, ZZ23, ZS14c, ZSC18, Zim17, ZZE17, ZZb21, dRR15, MT14, SB1T14, Clo18].

Researcher [SWL18, LSHH23, LMP21, Pil14, PBG+17, XLKC22].

Researchers [BM14a, BB15, DC22, ELB17, Fia14, HHL21, KISS15, Dor19].

ResearchGate [HLM16, JDHL17, LOD+19, OGL19, TK15, TK17b].


Responsibilities [FH17]. responsible [SAHZ21]. restorers [LO19].

restricted [Olt15]. result [CK1a, OA15, SL21b]. Results [TLA+16, WCP+19, BDM14, FT17, KTS+16, LZ19, PMS14, S+18, UH17, YSAM+21, ZY16, ZSX15, ZGBIL17]. resumption [WDC20]. retail [RTS+17]. Rethinking [CHR17, MZ22, SW18]. Retraction [SRM+17, LC21, Sch18]. retrenchment [TL18]. Retrieval [Agu18, Fou19, GGC+19, MS19, AH17, AN18z, ADL15, ATKD+17, ATKD+18, BK19, Beal6, BW14, BBM16, CK16b, CCT14, DL22, DP23, Eng17a, Eng17b, GSS22, GÖD16, GS+16, HB21, HT17, HJ15a, HB15, HLB+17, HK17, JBD+19, JKS+16, KKO15, LCK16, Lew15, LBA16, LZZ+21, LCSL15, LB15, LLB20, LPB19, LK14, LHLH17, MPFW17, NS17, PLPQB20, THC15, WVLZ23, WLB14, WLV+17, ZLBC15, ZGBP17, ZYS17, dHS17, He18].


Review [Sea20]. Review [Ad23, Afz22, Agu18, Aj17, All19, Ama19, Bat15, Bat21, Beal17, Ben18, Bor14a, Bow19a, Bow19b, Bru18, Bru14, Buc20, Bud17, Car14b, Ch19, Clo18, Clo18, Col17a, Con20, Dor19, Dow15, Dut20, Erd18, Far23, FM14, FJ19, Fou19, Fre21, Fre18, Fri17, Fro21, Gor20a, GGC+19, Hal19, Han21, Haw18, Hay18, He18, HJ17a, Huv20, Huv22a, Jul20, Koa22, Kos20, Kos21, Lev20, Lin14b, Ma22b, Ma22a, Mat20, MPB+20, Med15, Mem22, MS19, O'H18, OM15, Ove21, Pan21, QH18, REY21, REG17, Rog15, Ron17, Sal20, San22, Sar16, Sav18b, Sav19, SK14a, See17, Sha21a, She17, Sil18, Sko23, Soe18, Sto20, SWLH17, Swa22, Tei16, Ten16, Uns18, Web20, Wei14a, Wh17,
Zha19, Zim17, BCK17, Bor15a, Bur20, CK16a, CB15, Col20, CRK14.


scale-independent [RPK16]. Scales [TL22]. scaling [RPK17, SS14a].


Science [SF17, VCJ22, Sar16]. Science-Based [NTNP19]. science-society [CdRM21]. Sciences [LPW14, ALYS16, BTMS16, Ior14, KGP+20, LD14, LD15, MT14, OVE14, PGFG+20, RPK17, YB18, ZEG22, Hjo17]. Scientific [Bu17, FMP16, GMB14, KPWS20, KB17, MT18b, Rhe17, RAI4, SK14a, ZZZL17, ADC15, Ano17m, BS17, BAGL16, Bor14b, BWL15, Bor16a, BDLM18, BGSG22, CL21, CCM23, CCP15, CC16, CKL16, CB14, DFB14, DAT+14, FDC20, FCT+21, Fas18, GRS16, HPLC19, HGCKDR16, HLM16, HB16, JSY+16, JL23, KISS15, KMF15, LGST15, LR19, Li21a, LGD20, LML23, LBC+22, LBW+16, LZA+20, MDC+16, Mil14, MP23, MH16, ML16, ONZ23, Olt15, RER17, Ror16, SJJ19, TL18, VG18, VR17b, WL14b, WSZC22, WMM+23, WTVR16, XL+18, XZK+19, XBL+22, Yan14, YRW20, YZQT20, ZBDX18]. scientific-scholarly [MH16]. scientifically [Tho22]. Scientist [KY17, FKY16, KS16, WB21]. scientists [Ama22, BM14b, Bor14d, BBH15, Bor17, HH19, OBG+22, RD16, WJKW16]. scientometric [Hen14, dSmDAGQ15, VCG17, RRHL17]. scientometricians [Vin17]. scientometrics [dRR15, Bor14b]. SCImago [BDMA14, GVQVdMA16]. scope [ALC+14]. scoping [GJ16]. Scopus [GD18, LdMAGB15, LdMAdN16, MT16, TS21]. score
sequence [KDS+17, MC18]. Sequential [AHJY18]. serendipitous [SZWS22, WFRN14]. Serendipity [Erd18, SVB22, LZG+23].


Sigfried [Sec17]. sighted [XBL+21]. Signals [Mos17, GRC21, RVGPS19, RVdAGP21, WLTY19]. Signed [GB19a, NB15]. significance [LBM19a, PLPQB20]. significant [FW19, HK21, Tho22].


situational [SBS23]. situations [HRB14, XBC18]. Six [DTD2T1, GRS16, SBH21, The20]. size [LGST15, Pra15a, RR17, TK17b, YHHL21]. sized [LN17]. sizes [LBM19a].


smoothing [LBA16]. Social
[Bow19b, CZ16, Cox14, FKY16, GRSFV15d, GB19a, Gre19, HCC+21, Hal19, Hay18, Jor19, Lan15, L22, Lin14b, MT18b, NTNP19, OGL19, PPLJ20, PhD20, SBS23, SLS+19, Sin16, SV20, ZZLS16, ZAE+19, dBGB19, AMOM16, AYL16, BCZ14, Bi22, BTMS16, BDH17, BKM15, BV21, CPP+16, CCC14, CBH16, CIL15, CJ16a, CY14, CRM21, DM14, EAB17, EA18, ESD22, FJF+21, HH19, HHL21, HCC15, JdR17, JS15, JHJ15, JDHL17, KT14a, Kan22, KA22, KGP+20, LCM17, LOD+19, LJK21, LLD+17, LWM+19, L17, LYL21, LML16, LSCSL15, LCI16, LJ17, LDS+19, LZ21, LCWL16, MMFA20, Mar16, Mel23, MSW+19, MVA22, MK15, Min16, MT14, M16, M22, MAM19, MGIGW16, OS15, OVE14, PHZF16, POK15, Par19, PPC19, PBN+20, PT21, RKL14, RDPN21, RC16, RVGPS19, Rub15, SMRR16, SYS17, SMW14, SP22].

Social [Shm18, SK14b, SLCS18, SWLH17, SWSZ19, TG15, TK17a, TG17, Van16, VS14, WZF22, WCO21, Wu19, WL23, XZ19, YLHW21, ZY15, ZCZ+20, ZZY23, ZWXT23, ZXPS18, ZPL+20, ZGB16, ZGE22, ZH17, ZZ21b, Ano17a, CLS14, DOM+14, LPW14, Sto20, TK14, Fre18, Pan21].

Social-media-based [CZ16, Ano17a]. Socially [SAHZ21].

Societal [FHW17]. Society [Ama19, Ano14, Med15, Saw19, CDRM21, YZ16, Baw14].

Socio [DS15, HL20, KZ23, WCO21]. Socio-emotional [KZ23, WCO21].

Socio-epistemic [DS15]. Socio-semantic [HL20]. Sociocultural [CK21b].

Sociolinguistic [LJ22]. Sociological [BF18]. Sociology [CK21a, GD18, Riv15].

Sociality [Ano14, SMAB09]. Solution [CHH14]. solve [Kos21].

Solving [Sin16]. Some [Mal15, Egg14a, LR14]. Someone [SSA20].

Something [Her23, Kit19]. Sonnenwald [Hjo17a]. Sons [Bru18].

Sophisticated [FDR16]. Sorting [WHZ23]. sound [Gia18].

Source [KSB20, WC14, Aji17, CHJ20, CRGG17, SMRR16, SB14, STA14, VWdHS16, YZ17, YLHW21, Zha14b].

Source-based [STA14]. sourced [CPP+16].

Sources [RR20, QH20, RHG23, Sii20, ZB19, ZH17].

South [KN23, POK15]. Sovereignty [MMFA20]. Space [MGKA16, WV15].

Spaces [Han21, KKS20, RST+17, SLS+19, VP19]. Spain [GD18, RA14].

Spanning [KH16, SS17]. Spanish [Ano14, AGGTGL18, Bor16c, CCM23, DFB14, PMGB21, PdRR+22, SMAB09].

Spanish- [Ano14, SMAB09].

Spatial [S¨od23, SE16, LF21, MMHA23]. Spatiotemporal [STD15].

Speakers [MPPP21]. speaking [HCC15, The20, Mar15]. Spear [Fri17].

Special [AGBK19, Ano18z, GM19, MWPF17, TM22, WJJ22, ZSG+22, ZSAW23, ZDF+23].

Specialty [LD14, NF15].

Specific [AWC18, AKAS14, Bor16a, Chi19, DDB16, HBA+23, SMFL17, SZZ14, Zha14c].

Specifying [BDMA14]. Spectroscopy [MBBL14]. Spectrum [CV20].

Spectrums [Sil20]. speculation [CTM16]. Speculative [FC22].

spreading [MSPP21]. Springer
stars [DSBG21]. start [ACL17, MBAG16]. starting [GBZ+23]. state [DM14, LWPG+19, Sto20, TGC+21, ZZE17, Sav15b, Sav16b].
state-of-the-art [DM14]. statements [CK21a, LBWE+23, LML16]. states [RB14, POK15, RN16, SH19]. Statistical
Storing [All19]. Story [LCLBY17, McD21, Lev20, LMM+22, TC17]. Story-focused [LCLBY17]. Storytelling [McD21]. Strategic [RRHL17].
strategies [DSBG21, KMD16, MBW+14, NB15, QHH20, Sav16b, STAH14, WMX+22, Yu14]. strategy [GAS+20, Mat22, TPZ15]. stream [ZS19].
streams [GOdR18]. strength [Riv15, Shm18, Söd23, WL14a]. strengths [ADC15, ZZL+14]. Striking [SLeH21]. string [KK20]. Structural
[Shm18, DPPV14, GK14, LBWE+23, LQ14, SBZ+14, TW16a, VG18]. Structure [Jor19, ALAB19, ÇO18, CL17, Hoo17, HMQ+22, KMKL15,
LBG+21, LSHH23, Los16, RL15b, YY16]. Structured [ONZ23]. Structures [Swa22, BLB16, CK21a, KMF15, MR14]. Structuring [LYOW15].
Struggling [KL22, WV15]. Stuart [OM15]. Student [JAG+20, STAH14, BCAL15, KCL14, Kim15, OB19, QHH20, Sav16b, STAH14,
WMX+22, Yu14]. studies [Adl23, Bvd16, CO16, Coc22, ESD22, GEBP22, Haj20, LB16, Mad16, PEG+19, RDS20, Tho22]. Study[Cox14, KSB20, OGL19, ZZ20, ACS18, AS14, BTMS16, BH17b, Cab16, CK14, Che16, Cho20, CBM17, CdrRM21, DDB16, FJT23, FDC20, FLJD23, Gau16, Gia18, GJ16, GAS+20, Har14, HT17, HK14, HS22, HWW15, JML22, KMD16,
KIH16, KMF15, KGP+20, LL17, LMJ21a, LMJ21b, LM15a, LOD+19, LS22, LOM22, IHTBH15, LR14, LPB19, LK14, LM15b, MSdGS19, MD16,
MGIGW16, PHZF16, POK15, PPC19, PLLJ20, PHC17, PB15, PHJ23, QSH14, RDNP21, SYS17, SLI+15, She21, SMW14, SP22, SLeH21, TG15,
UM23, WCC+17, WS22, Wat14, WYZL21, XA14, XLKC22, YL18, YRW18, YHLG21, YR23, ZYZ+16, ZS20, ZCZ+20, ZLF20, Ama19]. Studying
[HE22, MWMB18, BBC+22, Zim17]. **Stuff** [Jon17]. **style** [GBL+18, TND15]. **styles** [CDL18, KTPE14, LCB+18, LBW+19b, Sin16]. **stylistic** [AKAS14]. **subfield** [GS18]. **subfields** [PDS22]. **Subgroup** [YR23]. **Subject** [KLG14, Ols16, Ano18-27, Bjö14, CHLRC14, HCDA15, LB16, LM15b, LML18, SP17, ST16c, TS21, WV18, WLZ+20, ZRG16, ZZSX16, Hoo17]. **subject-oriented** [WV18]. **Subjectivity** [Ben18]. submit [PR16]. **subnet** [ZZL+14]. **subscriptions** [PSB16]. **subsentence** [CHT+15]. **subsequent** [LPL14]. **substantially** [TM20]. **substitute** [RHG23]. **substitution** [YZYR21]. **subsumers** [ADD+18]. **substitute** [RHG23]. **substitution** [YZYR21]. **subsumers** [ADD+18]. **succeed** [Sto20]. **Success** [WSvPK16, AP17, BDX+18, DLD+21, YP16]. **successes** [LYC+22]. **successful** [TL18]. **successes** [LYC+22]. **successful** [TL18]. **supported** [IQDS16, OHP16]. **supporting** [LM15a, LCWC23, NB17, ZBKG14, ZPPW24]. **surname** [KGS19]. **summaries** [AG15b, MG21, STCS17]. **summarization** [CBJ19, FDR16, KK16, KK19b, ONZ23, YHS16]. **summary** [BST15, RVdAGP21]. **superiority** [The20]. **Supervised** [QSH14, AFL+14, HPLR23, KKOS21]. **Support** [BDA+18, CY14, FLJD23, HS22, IESG20, KLC+14, MBW+14, MR19, MJ23, OS15, Rub15, RBJ18a, Sav15a, SYG17, STCS17, WHWZ21, XJBK17, ZY15, ZB19]. **supported** [IQDS16, OHP16]. **supporting** [LM15a, LCWC23, NB17, ZBKG14, ZPPW24]. **surname** [KGS19]. **summarization** [CBJ19, FDR16, KK16, KK19b, ONZ23, YHS16]. **summary** [BST15, RVdAGP21]. **superiority** [The20]. **Supervised** [QSH14, AFL+14, HPLR23, KKOS21]. **Support** [BDA+18, CY14, FLJD23, HS22, IESG20, KLC+14, MBW+14, MR19, MJ23, OS15, Rub15, RBJ18a, Sav15a, SYG17, STCS17, WHWZ21, XJBK17, ZY15, ZB19]. **supported** [IQDS16, OHP16]. **supporting** [LM15a, LCWC23, NB17, ZBKG14, ZPPW24]. **surname** [KGS19]. **surrounding** [Fou19]. **surveillance** [New23, SSA20, TMBA20, ZPPW24]. **survey** [Fur20, BAG17, CCMT15, CPL22, Col17b, JHJ15, LLB20, MTK16, SB18, WCP+19, WB21]. **survey-based** [SB18]. **survival** [PGFG+20, Kan22]. **sustainability** [Cho16, CK17, TPZ15]. **Sustainable** [KC20, CK17, IESG20]. **sustained** [YLH21, Zha16]. **Sweden** [HH18]. **Switzerland** [All19, Ama19, Fre18, Gui17, He18, Jul20]. **syllable** [KT16a]. **syllabic** [CMS23]. **syllables** [KT16a]. **symptom** [SKA18]. **synergies** [She19]. **synergistic** [SWSZ19]. **Synergy** [LWP+19, LP15, Li21a]. **syntactic** [VAGR15]. **syntagmatization** [Eng17a]. **syntax** [JSW14, VG18]. **syntax-semantic-based** [VG18]. **synthesis** [Agu18, Fou19, MS19, DPH17, GEPP22, NGTK15, PEG+19, She16, She17, YL14]. **synthetic** [WS22]. **System** [LBMB+19b, Soc18, AJWB16, AG15a, ALAB19, Fas18, FS18, Fia14, HT17, LSHH23, MR19, MKG20, NSK17, PMGB+21, Ric18, XJBK17, ZZLS16, ZYS17, Lin14b]. **System-Initiated** [LBMB+19b]. **Systematic** [MdsLD0+23, Bel16, Ea18, LKKP16, MOM+15, OMM+14, PEG+19, SM22, ZSX15]. **Systematically** [GHkB+17]. **systemic** [SSS20]. **systems** [CS15b, FMD19, GTZZ14, HBS15, HWW15, HEEB+22, LCH+22, LCK16, Lev20, LI14a, LPU15, LWP+19, NGTK15, PRM22, PRRC18, SY22, SVK17, SVB22, SBH21, SWL18, YP16, ZHGY18, San22]. **Szostak** [Gui17].

### T
[Ano16n, Ano16o, Ano16p, Ano16q, Ano16r, Ano16s, Ano16t, Ano16u,


Theory [Abb17, Baw14, Cox14, Haw18, PB16, Si18, Soc18, WTvR16, AFB20, BMG+17, Bur14, DLL15, CC17, Cox23, FLJD23, Hjo17b, LB19b, LBG+21, LA14, LML16, MBVB17, Riv15, Rut22, SLW20, STF19, WB15, WJB22, YR23, ZsV14b, dFB22b, Ad123, Hjo17a].

Time [EHdBvO17, Fie16, GSG22, DC22, DAT+24, KK19b, LB15, RB18a, RBJ18b, SHQ+16, TSGR16, Vsl15, WZK+18, ZZ1a, ZGB17, ZMF15, SR15].


Tom [Hak14]. tomographic [LKK17]. Toni [Car14a]. Tonje [Han21].

Top [Sav18b]. too [DdlRR+22]. tool [AGMR18, DC18, DMdO16, DPN16, LCWC23, ZCW17, dHSM17]. Tools [Sav18b, DM14, IQD16, TK17d, WG19, WV18, ZSX15]. top [Bor15b, Hal14, MMALCOM15, SMT22, ZMJ14].

Topic [BLGbH21, KBS18, KK19a, LTD+15, ACB22, ABLS17, AFRH18, BMG+17, CTC14, DC14, HLR20, HDZ+15, LN17, LB15, LBL16, LX17, Mat15, MG21, MC1+24, PS19, SHQ+16, Sta18, ST16c, XZW+19, Yan15, ZLS16].


topology [SJK15]. Total [PSB17, OMTSCL15, PSB16]. tourist [ADL15].
uncertainties [ZS16]. Uncertainty
[DBBJ16, LN19, DD16, GN17, SLLW20, ZHGY18]. uncover [IABL16].
Uncovering [LML16, MR19, Vau16, DQAMM+24]. under-cited [HR19].
underlying [LJK21, TSY15]. understand [DL22, WZL21, ZY15].
Understanding [ASTU16, ADL15, BDLM18, BDX+16, CB15, CKL16,
Gor20b, HHL21, KT14a, KTS+16, LF21, LWA+17, LS21, LZSW17, LK14,
Ma21, NB17, Par19, PB15, PB16, RKHMRH21, Rog15, Skö18, SA15,
SLLW20, TCF+24, VOB15, VSJR19, WDL21, WZFZ22, WDTC20, WLG23,
Zha16, ZBDX18, ZXS18, ZGL+22, ZZ21b, BV21, CKLP17, CWL+23,
FMD19, FSPC16, KMD19, SE16, YP16, YLL20, Che15, EH15].
understandings [WCP+19]. undocumented [VGN20].
unexpected [AJWB16]. unexpected [Poo17]. unfamiliar [OB19].
unfolds [MPT15]. Unified [ZTA20, MBVB17]. unifying [SSA22].
unimodal [GIEVVGS19]. unintended [MR19]. union [WCC+17, Sav15b, Sav16b].
United [POK15, RN16, SH19]. units [Vec14]. Universe [MH18].
universities [DB17a, LBM19a, PRRC18]. University [Bow19a, Clo18, Dut20, Far23,
FJ19, HAI16, Hje17a, HuV22a, Kea22, Kos20, Ma22b, Ma22a, Meh22, O'H18,
San22, She17, Sha21b, Sko23, Bor14c, BM15a, CJ16b, DB17a, DBBJ16,
GBZ+23, HCS21, OMTC15, SZ20, SLeH21, PRRC16]. unlikely
[BMG+17]. unsupervised [AHJJ16, DP23, Gia16, ST16c, Bar14].
Untangling [LO19, WCTS15]. untold [Lev20]. Updating [GNVdqMA16].
uploading [POK15]. uptake [BDH17]. urban [CW18, Lin15, SVB22, YZ16].
usability [TNL21]. usable [DC22]. usage [AZE+19, CK14, CJ16a, GBL+18,
LMP21, LXW18, MRKT15, MAM19, SH19, WVvL23, Zit15]. Use
[BMM20, KSBJ20, MHJ19, NB15, QH18, Zit15, AJWB16, BBM16, BM15a,
Bor15c, BH16, CHH14, CO16, Che15, CM23, CDGN15, Cri15, Dut14b, EAB17,
EA18, FLJ123, Fon21, FvdWR+22, GAB+18, GTZ14, Gor22, HH19, HDT23,
HH18, HIP121, KT14a, Kra17, MBV17, MAAL+16, MAP15, NT17a, PHC17,
RC16, Sin16, SS14b, St17, SWL17, SM18, WV15, Zha16, ZYS17, vLTW18].
used [HBS15, Ior14, LJ22, Ort22]. useful [JL18, MT16, VS14]. usefulness
[JL18, JSW14, LB15, VAGR15]. User
[ALC+14, AMOM16, CS16b, DC15, HNX18, HHJ15, LP16, LCK16, LLD+17,
LCL16, PS20, SBV22, XJBJ17, ZLF20, ZJHT23, AKAS14, AvS15, AvS16,
BBM16, CBM17, ESWC18, EBD15, EA18, FSK+16, GSG22, GAS+20, HT17,
HLB+17, KTS+15, KTE14, LCLBY17, LZSW17, LWM+19, ILTBH15,
Lyc+22, MMHA23, MTHL15, MKT16, NGTKR15, PLLJ20, PHC17, QH20,
RCM+17b, SY20, SL21a, SS14c, TBP+15, TPR17, TG17, Vec14,
VSJR19, WZL21, WHWZ21, WMS+15, WLZ+20, WLG23, XBCH18,
XDDG18, XZ19, Zha14c, ZLCB15, Zy15, ZS20, ZXS18, ZGBIL17, ZF19].
user-based [EBD15]. User-Centered [HNX18]. user-experience
[AvS16, HLB+17]. user-generated [WLG23]. User-level [LLD+17]. Users
[Ben18, Soe18, WCC+17, Bea16, ESWC18, FJF+21, HCC15, HHJ15, KBC17,
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[ZZL20, BR15a, DLA14, Lin14a, OKB17, TR17]. Work
[Cox14, Gor20b, Huv20, CS16a, CC17, CK21b, Cox23, DOM+14, Du14b, ESD22, FMNG18, GBS15, IB16, JLB+23, Kit19, LS16, NB23, OJW+21, OD16, Pra15b, SJ17, SW18, SFG+23, STAH14, St.17, SWKK16, TFR15, VGN20, WLS23, Xia23, YCL20]. work-based [Xia23], worker [Mat22].
workers [JT17]. Workflow [SM22, GHKB+17]. workflows
[OBD+22, TWB+18]. Working [SSA20, Sav18b]. Workplace
[SSA20, Huv20]. Works [Soe18, Ior14, ZBBW18]. workspace [DOM+14].
World [Lev20, dP20, BB15, CC16, CJ16a, EWX+16, FJF+21, HT14, LCM17, ØJW+21, MSdGS19, Lan15, Ten16, Sai20]. WorldCat [WZ18].
WorldCat.org [WCC+17]. Worlds
[Hak14, PKA20, BK23, BAK+17, Hen14, Hjo15a, OB19]. worldwide
[BdMA14, LBM19a, PSB+14]. worried [RBJ18a]. worth [MSPP21, TR17].
WOS [ZYZ+16, LB16]. write [Har14, ÔC19]. writing
[CHH14, Cro15b, FMG16, LBW+19b, STAH14, VVP+21, Cle18]. writings
[Jan15]. written [Ano14, KW14, LWM+23, SMAB09]. wrong [SSdMCM20].
Wu [MS19]. Wylot [All19].
Xiao [Sko23]. xiaomi [PPLJ20]. Xie [Abb17]. XML
[DPPV14, MNNK15, SJN14]. XV [Sto20]. xxxx [Adl23].

Yahoo [FV21, ZCZ+20]. Yale [Kos20]. Year
[MBBL14, GAB+18, KH17, OK16, YL18]. years [BWGD21, NGTKR15].
Yellowstone [TWB+18, Tho22]. Yiannis [Fra21]. yield [RD16]. York
[Afz22, Gor20a, Ma22b, Ma22a, QHH20, Sai19, Sko23]. Young
[Li21b, RBJ18a, WMX+22, KT14a, MVL+14, RBJ18b]. youth [YLL20].
YouTube [OS15, SJK15, TF21]. Yves [BI17, Zit15].
zen [DYB14]. zero [HBDL19]. zigzagged [TC17]. Zika [ZCZ+20]. Zipf
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